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No longer is extensive analysis necessary just before using nature's medicine.
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Best Reference Hands-down one of the best herbal reference books there's! Was raised with it
in my own house and now that I'm on my own just had to own it! Lists a variety of herbs, their
types, background, and what they help with highly or slightly.. My friend and neighbor gave me
a mature paperback copy of the book, that i have practically worn out from use. I love this
book. I purchased two, and ended up giving both as presents to two thrilled people. My
chiropractor offered me a bear hug to show appreciation for his duplicate, which remaining a
smile on my face for a week! My Favorite "Herbal" I have studied herbs for more than 25 years,
from different cultures and various historical periods. Top quality, used book.. I . WONDERFUL
REFERENCE OF INDIVIDUAL HERBS This book is absolutely the best one I have seen with regards
to being thorough for the various uses of each herb. It offers listings of primary and secondary
conditions suffering from the herbs, following a article of usually close to a page on each one.
(Hopefully many people are not as physically "hard" on books as I am! I think it is a vital
reference guide and make reference to it Frequently! Would order once again.! Is easy to
understand, contains warnings about the herbal remedies that need it, and is actually the most
informative guideline to herbal use.! After using it for some time I decided it was invaluable and
ordered (YEAY! Extremely happy with the grade of the publication.com. I definitely recommend
the spiral bound because the method to go when you can get it! My personal thanks to him
for blessing others with the wisdom contained in this reserve. In the write up it elaborates on
many of the uses, and often gives historical uses.) Excellent, With Reservations I like this book
very much. The layout is simple to learn and understand.My just reservation is that it leaves out
some popular herbs, and it has not been updated at almost all since 1995.This is my second
copy, hopefully this spiral bound one will fare much better than the bound one I bought in
1995 that's ready to fall apart because of subpar construction.I would recommend the
publication. I consider it as a supplemental publication though... Easy to comprehend, plenty of
healthy alternatives to select Very informative Fantastic reference Therefore informative and
great to read I've this book actually worn out one... as it's not complete. Now I must buy more
so I can keep a copy. I got this for a friend who was Having to learn about organic
alternatives to drugs. I've a huge library. What a wonderful resource! Some herbs are not listed.
But that is my all- around preferred herbal! Absolutely the MOST informative book I have ever
read! Since I came across this book, I feel like a totally new world of knowledge is at my
fingertips! I highly recommend it to anyone looking for understanding of natural therapies for
common or even uncommon ailments. I am extremely impressed by how easy it is to use and
comprehend. A good person who knows nothing at all of herbs whatsoever will find it extremely
easy to understand from. This author deserves an award. But even though you get a
paperbound duplicate and it should fall apart, it really is worth 50 moments the money, and
worth the extra care you need to consider of the book. Good Pretty good little herb book. I
like different books for identifying, growing them, geographic places and particular
applications (like women's needs). I've gained the right knowledge from those that are listed
though. Important book to me!I bought the new, soft paperbound publication, and it fell aside
on the way home from the store. It had been falling apart, so I looked to obtain another and
discovered this spiral bound edition. Helps me find out what I want without buying medication
that puts unnecessary chemical substances in your body Good buy I like it Great buy This
book is awesome. Wonderful reserve!) a spiral bound publication from Amazon.!. I highly
recommend this if you want an easy to use, complete guide to herbal remedies. Excellent
resource.. I have this book actually worn out one.. She is enjoying it as much as I was Five Stars
Awesomeness
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